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Mini wireless projector BYINTEK K16Pro

BYINTEK K16Pro mini projector
Feel like a movie theater in your own home or garden. The BYINTEK K16Pro LED projector can handle 4K resolution and displays images
up to 150'' diagonal. It is also distinguished by its wide compatibility and 2 built-in 5W speakers. The projector allows vertical and corner
keystone correction, and its brightness reaches 300lm. The device offers Android 9.0 and allows you to conveniently use platforms such
as Netflix.
 
It will prove itself in various applications
Now you can easily watch movies in the garden, show your friends your vacation photos and even play games on the big screen. The
K16Pro projector projects a 40-150'' image from a distance of 1.2-4.7m. This means it's perfect for small rooms, larger rooms and even
outdoors. Create your own home theater, freely give presentations in the office or beat records in your favorite game!
 
Wide compatibility
Get even more freedom. The projector is equipped with several  different ports -  for example, you can use audio output (mini  jack 3.5
mm),  HDMI  and USB interface.  So,  for  example,  you  can  connect  your  PlayStation  4  console,  USB drive  (up  to  32  GB),  tablet,  phone,
laptop, DVD player, and even a game controller, mouse and additional speakers. The possibilities are truly vast!
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See even more
With  the  BYINTEK  K16Pro  you  will  see  every  detail  and  give  yourself  an  unforgettable  experience  while  watching  movies  or  playing
games. The projector will provide you with a large, clear and detail-saturated image. Its native resolution is 1920x1080 Full HD, but it can
also support 4K (via cable). What's more, the device lets you adjust the zoom with the remote control and allows you to manually adjust
the focus.
 
Android 9.0
The projector runs Android 9.0 and supports both Wi-Fi 2.4G/5G and Bluetooth 5.0, so you can freely install apps, use the Google Chrome
browser and watch movies available on Netflix, YouTube or Hulu. The projector also supports wireless connection and offers support for
Multi Screen, Mirror Screen, Miracast, Airplay and DLNA (via the Eshare app).
 
Remote control included
You no longer need to get up from your comfortable chair to use the basic functions of the projector. The set includes a practical remote
control with which you can operate the device from a distance! Using it,  you can, for example, turn the projector on or off,  adjust the
volume, change settings, go to the homepage, use the application or mute the speakers.
 
Even more possibilities
Enjoy not only a high resolution image, but also excellent sound quality. The projector is equipped with 2 speakers of 5W each, so it will
give you the level of immersion you've been dreaming of while watching movies or gaming. The projector also allows corner and vertical
trapezium correction,  so  you  can  easily  eliminate  errors  resulting  from its  incorrect  positioning.  In  addition,  the  device's  LED  lamp  is
distinguished by a lifespan of up to 30,000 hours.
 
In the box
Projector
Power cord
Remote control
User manual
Brand
BYINTEK
Model
K16Pro
Display type
LCD
Native resolution
1920x1080 (Full HD)
Maximum resolution
4K via HDMI cable
Full HD
Yes
Aspect ratio
16:9
3D support
No
Projection area
40-150''
Keystone
Automatic/manual vertical correction, manual corner correction
Keystone degrees
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±35°
Wi-Fi
2.4G & 5G
Bluetooth
5.0
Wireless connection
Yes
Android
9.0
Airplay
Yes
Brightness
300 ANSI Lumens
Contrast ratio
3000:1
Electronic focus adjustment
No (manual)
Electronic zoom
Yes
Lamp life
Approx. 30,000h
Memory
RAM 2G + ROM 32G
Power consumption
65W
Dimensions
190x130x140mm
Weight
1.28kg
Speakers
5W x2
Inputs / outputs
HDMI, USB, Mini Jack 3.5mm, AC power input 100-220V
Projection distance
1,2-4,7m

Price:

Before: € 253.995

Now: € 251.01

IT Accessories, Projector
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